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The Munson Hills and Twilight trails are made up of approximately 19.5 miles of singletrack trail 
designated for mountain bike use and als
Munson Sandhills, the relatively small portion of the st 
which is high and dry. The trails are just outside
Tallahassee metropolitan area with its popul
350,000 and serve a large and diverse number of 
mountain bikers as well as trail runners, dog walkers, 
hikers and walkers. 
 
The Munson Hills area is a sandhill ecosystem 
comprised largely of longleaf pine and wiregra
with patches of sand live oak hammock; millions of ye
ago it was the shoreline and shallows of what is no
Gulf of Mexico. It contains many small ponds and 

s on promoting the threatened red 
ving habitat for quail, gopher tortoise, 

and many other sandhill species. Historic 
uses of the area include turpentine 
extraction, logging, and a tank range. 

The area is open to hunting, including dog 
hunting, during appropriate seasons. Foot 
traffic and equestrians are permitted to 
travel cross country; bicycles are restricted 
to the trails and open roads. Motorized 
use is not permitted off of Forest Roads 
363-A, 300-C, and 379, although there is 
some evidence of cross country travel as 
well as illegal dumping. A private gun 

erview Ov

o managed for foot traffic. They are located in the 
572,000 acre Apalachicola National Fore

 the 
ation of over 

ss forest 
ars 

w the 

depressions which provide important habitat. The forest 
is on a two year burn rotation and other management 
activities include selective thinning, clearcutting and 
hardwood removal. Current management activities focu
cockaded woodpecker and striped newt as well as impro

 

Above: Map of vicinity 

Above: Twilight trail shortly after a prescribed burn 
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range adjoins the forest to the southwest of the trail system. 
 
The singletrack trail system is bordered along its eastern edge by the Tallahassee - St. Marks 
Historic Railroad State Trail, a paved trail with singletrack trail access from the J. Lewis Hall Park 
Twilight Trailhead and the Munson Hills access along Woodville Highway as well as a  heavily 
used non-designated user created connection directly out of the

s 

em 

 
Two trailheads serve the Munson Hills / 
Twilight trail system, the St. Marks State Trail 
Main Trailhead managed by the Florida Office 
of Greenways and Trails to the northeast and 
the J. Lewis Hall Park managed by Leon 
County Parks and Recreation to the southeast. 
Both trailheads offer paved parking, potable water, and restrooms. In addition the access point 
from the paved rail trail, which is on USFS land, provides no parking but has a drinking fountain, 
composting toilet, kiosk with information about the trail system and the forest and rest benches. 

 St. Marks State Trail Main 
Trailhead which crosses private property. Additional 
connections which receive minimal use utilize a 
powerline corridor and non-designated roads and trail
to connect the trail system to US 319, CR 61, and CR 
263 to the west and north. Unpaved forest road 379, 
which is open to public vehicles, bisects the trail syst
but receives minimal use from trail users. 

All: Mountain bikers enjoying the Munson Hills and Twilight 
Trails. 
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The Munson Hills Loop and Tall Pines Short Cut were constructed in the early 1990s by members 
of Fat of the Land, a local mountain bike club, with the cooperation of the United States Forest 
Service. Emphasis was placed on maximizing elevation gain and creating a tight, twisty flow. The 
Twilight Loop, Gun Range Short Cut, and East and West Connectors were constructed in 2007 

 large part utilized existing trails 
e and firelines. The emphasis was on a faster, 

ed by OHV use, avoiding clearcuts and 

vides an important recreational 
ional trails are well documented and 
, enhancement of the local economy, and 

vironment. While there are other 
/ Twilight system is unique in that it offers a 

ding beginners. It handles wet weather 
ence in a natural setting. And it offers the 
mileage. 

 
In August 2009 the USFS contracted with Trail Dynamics LLC (TD) to assess the Munson Hills / 
Twilight mountain bike trail system. This assessment involved a site visit by TD staff member 
Valerie Naylor between September 9th and September 17th. The site visit included many hours 
spent on the trail system joined at various times by USFS staff Jim Schmid and Sherry Gaston, 

USFS GIS intern Kevin Doar, City of 
Tallahassee Parks and Leisure Services 
staff Chuck Goodheart, and local trail 
users Bill Oterson, Jeremy Floyd and Cliff 
Leonard. The site visit also included an 
informal ride, presentation and meeting 
open to the public attended by 
approximately 40 people, a wrap up 
presentation and meeting with USFS staff 
including Jim Schmid, Cathy Briggs, 
Sherry Gaston, Marcus Beard and Garth 
Smelser, and visits to several other local 
trails and to local quarries. The scope of 
the assessment included evaluating the 

by Forest Service staff in cooperation with local riders and in
created by previous off highway vehicle (OHV) us
more open flow, maximizing “whoops”, or humps creat
avoiding fall line trail. 
 
The Munson Hills and Twilight Mountain Bike trail system pro
opportunity for local trail users. The benefits of recreat
include improvement of physical and emotional health
increased support for preserving public land and the natural en
nearby mountain bike trails available the Munson Hills 
mountain bike trail experience suitable for all riders, inclu
exceptionally well and offers a wilderness type experi
opportunity for significantly more contiguous off road 

Above: Local riders participate in a discussion led by Trail 
Dynamics staff Valerie Naylor. 



current
Recove
recr
map

 trail system and offering recommendations on the best use of recently secured American 
ry and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds to improve the system and enhance the 

eation experience. Deliverables include a written evaluation and recommendations including 
s and cost estimates. This document completes and complements the onsite design and 

review portions of the contract. 
 
 

 

Above: Problem areas were identified with 
pinflags 
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TD staff spent many hours riding and walking the Munson / Twilight Trail System during the 
assessment as well as on previous visits. As trail users we enjoyed escaping from the city 
environment into the forest. We benefited from the exercise and soaked in the pristine quiet of 
nature. We appreciated the effort which continues to go into these trails. However there were 
some aspects of the trails that we found negatively impacted the experience, chief among them 
the momentum-killing, tire-sucking sugar sand. 

ine and the soil 
ery easily. 
ch. This is 

nd packed, but 
nd drains 
organics to 
 by helping 

ent with 
es not produce 
y, some of the 
system 

l of elevation 
 Hills Loop 

were looking to maximize what there was thereby maximizing challenge and interest. 
Unfortunately this led to lots of “fall line” trail -- trail which travels straight up and down the 
steepest route, which is exactly where water travels. While water soaks into the sand quickly, in 
heavy rain events when given a fall line path defined by trail users it will run rapidly across the 
surface until the trail flattens out or turns sharply. Since the sand is so fine grained and rounded it 
is easily moved and carried along with the water, especially when already disturbed by trail users. 
This leads to “cupped” trail -- trail which is lower in the center of the tread and higher on the 
edges. Cupped trail only gets more cupped with time and can eventually be substantially below 
grade and cause roots to become exposed. The soil that once filled in the cupping then deposits 
as a “sand puddle” where the trail levels out or turns and the water slows down and drops its 

Observations 

 
The Munson Hills area was once shorel
is a fine, round grained sand that moves v
The experience is similar to riding on a bea
not a big problem when the sand is wet a
it can be miserable when dry. As the sa
extremely well, it is usually dry. Allowing 
build up in sandy soils can improve them
them retain moisture, but the sandhill environm
its frequent burning of ground cover do
large amounts of organic material. Lastl
decisions made by designers of the trail 
exacerbate the sand problems. 
 
This area does not have a great dea
change, and the designers of the Munson

Above: Sand issues on the Munson Hills Loop 



Below: Sand puddle where fall line trail 
levels out 

 

Above: Cupped trail 

particulates. This leads to lack of traction and 
momentum at the bottom of downhills and in 
turns, the places where bike control is most 
critical. Sand puddles tend to get wider and 
wider as users attempt to go around the 
deepest sand and the water 
sand mix follows the users. 
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g 

 
long as their tires are 
rolling straight rather 
than sliding or spinning 
out. As soon as they 
lose traction, though, 
they easily displace 
the Munson sand, 
creating sand puddles 

 
Trail users can also 
move the sand and 
cause problems. 
Generally mountain 
bikes compact soil 
rather than displacin
it as long as they 
maintain traction -- as

 

Left and Above: Organic material 
improves the surface of sections of 
the trail that are routed through oak 
hammocks and heavy pine cover 
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in areas that change suddenly from open, flowing and fast to tight, twisty and slow. This results in 
deep sandy turns -- again, a place that it's critical to maintain traction and control. 
 
Portions of the Munson Hill Loop which had consistent flow and did not follow the fall line were 
generally holding a healthy amount of organic cover and did not have issues with excessive 
sandiness. In particular, areas of heavy p ble 
and sustainable. 
 
In the Twilight Loop, West Connector, and Luge Trail
(although there are a few problem fall line area
with the fact that these trails were originally create
lines. Both of these uses have a much heavier imp

 
The East Connector and Gun 
Range Shortcut Trails (as well as 
portions of the Twilight Loop which 

were rerouted to avoid fall line or clearcuts) were purpose built mountain bike trails constructed 
within the last two years. They do not follow the fall line and do not appear to have sand issues at 
this time. Gun Range Shortcut appeared underutilized and somewhat overgrown. 

ine cover and areas in the oak hammocks appear sta

s the problem has less to do with fall line 
s) and sudden tightening of flow and more to do 

d by OHVs and tractors pushing through fire 
act than mountain bikes, and both obliterate 

together. Fire lines are heavily cupped from 
-doos” 

s 
il. 

w 

any organic material which may help to hold the soil 
the day of creation. OHVs often create “whoop-de
(“whoops” for short) in straightaways. Whoops are 
evenly spaced humps created by successive OHV
landing and accelerating in the same places on the tra
Whoops can help to discourage water from following fall 
line trail and can provide an interesting change in flo
for mountain bikers. 

Below: Mountain bikers riding thro
whoops 

ugh the 

Above: Trails that follow firelines are substantially below grade 
and will channel water 



 
Assessing the Twilight Loop, East and West Connectors,
difficult as these trails were only adopted a year and a ha
substantial bike use for long; while we can see some clea

 Gun Range, and Luge Trails was 
lf ago and have not been seeing 
r problem areas and make some 

educated guesses it is too early to determine with assurance where all of the long term issues will 
be. 
 
We observed several other opportunities for improvements aside from the sand issues. 
 
We found the system somewhat confusing for several reasons. Primarily this is due to the nature 
of the forest -- the scenery does not vary much and it's hard to know where you are. The signage 
was overall pretty good, but we do have some suggestions for improvements. The system had 
relatively frequent intersections considering the number of trail options. There were also multiple 
non-designated trails, a few of which were as well used as the designated trail (mainly several 
shortcuts to the St. Marks Trail Main Trailhead). The names of the trails were not always very 
helpful, with several intersections where two options had the same name with nothing to 
differentiate them and no indication of which way led back to an access point. 
 
The trailhead situation was unevenly distributed, with the state managed trailhead receiving too 
much use, the county managed trailhead attracting very few trail users, and the Forest Service's 
access point providing no sanctioned parking and being in a less than ideal location. 
 
We were excited about the possibility of trail expansion in this area. 
 
And we were excited that the local mountain bike community turned out in force for our informal 
public meeting, that they obviously care about this trail system, and that some of the original 
creators of the Munson Hills trails are still heavily involved almost 20 years later. However, the 
organized mountain bike club has never really been able to get organized, has no official 
agreement with the Forest Service, and relations between some of the most dedicated members 
of the bike community and Forest Service staff were less than ideal. We hope that the positive 
attitudes and spirit of cooperation we saw developing during the assessment process will 
continue to grow.  
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Previous Efforts to Improve Trail Tread 
Various solutions have been attempted in e. Water 
bars of various materials, reroutes k 
road base trail surfacing seems to ha
had the most durable effect. 
 
USFS staff and volunteers have 
undertaken several trail surfacing proje

re advanced users to jump. Another project 
ck road base with a hardened rubber grid material 

 to armor an extremely sandy powerline easement 

 
The powerline armoring has stabilized 
the tread nicely, however the stall mat 
material is now visible where it is 
exposed to concentrated water flow. 
This could be mitigated by adding surge 
stone on either side of the armored 
tread where water flow is concentrated. 
 
The trail surfacing and humps have 
definitely improved the sand issue by 

Recommendations: 
 Improving the Trail Tread 

 the past two decades to mitigate the sand issu
, and trail surfacing have all been used. Of these the limeroc

ve 

cts 

g 
d 

within the last year which serve as 
excellent “test patches” for trail hardenin
in sugar sand. They used limerock roa
base to create humps along fall line 
sections of trail to encourage water to 
leave the trail before it had sufficient 
volume and velocity to move sand. The 
humps also served to make the trail more 
interesting to users, creating an opportunity for mo
during National Trails Day combined the limero
originally used to protect horse stall floors
crossing. 

Above: A rubber water bar:  an early attempt to get water off 
the trail 

Above: Volunteers applying limerock 



interrupting the fall line course of water. This could be accomplished even more effectively by 
meandering the trail from side to side (water does not like to turn and will tend to exit when the 
trail turns), by adding lead off ditches to carry water away from the trail, and by hardening 
between the humps. 
 
We did not like the use of logs in the humps. We assume they were added to take up space and 
use less roadbase. We would rather see soil used for this as the logs will eventually decay and 
cause the humps to fail. The native sand does not have enough structure to be used for this 
purpose; we recommend a sand clay mixture. It will take some experimentation to find the optimal 
mixture; we would recommend starting with 60% clay, 40% sand. The sand clay has a much 
redder color than Munson sand; it will be mostly covered by the surfacing material, pine straw can 
help hide any material that shows through. 
 
 

Improving Bike Flow 
The hump test patches also succeeded in adding interest and fun to the trail, although again we 
think this can be improved upon. The humps were, in some cases, not placed correctly in order to 
maximize bike “flow.” 
 
Flow is difficult to define; it refers to the rhythm and character of a trail. Good bike flow results in 
minimum loss of momentum and maximum enjoyment, it generates consistent speed -- not 
necessarily fast or slow, but rather consistent. Bad flow leaves riders frustrated as it necessitates 
over-frequent braking and acceleration. Transitions between fast and slow flow should be 
gradual, with gradually loosening or tightening consecutive turns. Flow should be faster near low 
points in the trail where users have more momentum and slower near high points where users 
are apt to be riding more slowly. Each feature should lead the rider naturally into the next rather 
than forcing them to work unnaturally hard just to stay on the trail. This is not to say that a trail 
with good flow has no challenges or surprises -- just that those challenges and surprises fit into 
the flow of the trail rather than interrupting it. 
 
Adding meander to the test patches in addition to the undulation will help the bike flow as well as 
the sand issues. We're proposing a technique called “terraforming” -- forming grade reversals, 
banked turns, undulations and meanders to shed water and improve bike flow. Some flexibility in 
routing must be allowed with terraforming to permit meander, improve sustainability, and improve 
flow; however the contractor should utilize the original corridor unless the prescription is a 
reroute. There are many opportunities to add banked turns or “berms” (angled tread which helps 

Trail Dynamics  Trail Assessment for Munson Mountain Bike Trail System 10 
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to naturally direct the rider into a turn) especially since puddling is virtually a non-issue in the 
sand.  It's important to ensure that the surfaced tread drains well. While the sand will not hold 
water the compacted surfacing material 
definitely will. 

 
Adding some optional moderate drops and obstacles 
advanced riders. This can be done with boulders as 
perpendicular to the trail tread, usually with additional 
form a pyramid) and low log skinnies (logs which are 
Forest Service staff feels these are appropriate. Since this
which do not fit the trail rating should have an easy
less skilled rider go out of their way to avoid the more diffic
not progress beyond a “more difficult” rated trail feature -- f
to have a four foot drop on this trail, even with an obvi
 
Forest Service mountain bike trail guidelines do not address obstacles or technical trail features 
in the current Trails Management Handbook, so defining trail difficulty levels is somewhat 
subjective. It is generally based on a comparison with other trails in the area and defines, among 
other things, what size obstacles are appropriate. In the case of Munson / Twilight we would 
propose an easiest obstacle level of no more than a four inch drop and a more difficult obstacle 
level (requiring ride around option) of no more than 18” for a log pyramid, no more than 12” for a 
drop or a log ride, and everything must be rollable (must not require the rider to jump or “get air” 
to traverse). 
 
 

 

can help to make the trail more enjoyable to 
well as log pyramids (logs which are 

deadwood laid parallel to the original log to 
ridden lengthwise, like a balance beam) if 

 is an easiest rated trail, any features 
 ride-around option that does not make the 

ult obstacle. Optional features should 
or example, it would not be appropriate 

ous ride around option. 

Left and Above: Examples of terraforming 



Recommended Prescriptions 
 

Minimal impact reroute, reclaim abandoned trail A. 

B. Reroute, reclaim abandoned trail, pepper new trail with roadbase material 1” thick 

Pepper with roadbase material 1” thick C. 

D. Excavate 2-3” deep where needed, surface 4” deep with roadbase material, 5% 
crown or outslope, mild terraforming (form grade reversals, banked turns, 
undulations and meanders to shed water and improve bike flow), compact 

Excavate 2-3” deep where needed and surface 4” deep with roadbase material, E. 
5% crown or outslope, heavy terraforming, compact 

F. Excavate 2-3” deep where needed and surface 4” deep with roadbase material, 
5% crown or outslope, heavy terraforming, add boulders to create more difficult 
trail features with ride around options, compact 

Excavate 2-3” deep, install stall mat or Geoblock, fill and cover with roadbase G. 
material 3” above geoblock, armor with surge rock above and below geoblock 
where water will flow 

 
Rerouting 
Reroutes are subject to environmental review, area of review is a corridor 60' from the center of 
the trail tread. Reroute trail construction should be relatively easy as vegetation is fairly sparse 
and topography mild. Shaping of dirt (and therefore the use of machines) is not needed -- 
machines would cause unnecessary impact unless surfacing is called for. Generally what is 
needed is to remove any plants or saplings in the way of the trail tread (leaving small diameter 
root mass but removing stobs over 1/2” diameter), delineate the desired route with organic debris 
or with temporary pin flags in more open areas, and allow the users to ride the trail in. If a heavy 
duff layer is present the majority should be raked off of the trail tread, but a light duff layer is 
desirable and should be left to aid in soil stability. Active tread width should be consistent with the 
existing trail: 12-24”. Corridor width should be consistent with the adjacent trail segments. 
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Reroute trail design should take into account the flow of adjacent segments of trail and should 
avoid the fall line unless surfacing is intended for the reroute. Removal of trees over six inch 
diameter should be avoided. 

ng replaced by a reroute should be 
rail condition. Trails that are below 

le with added drainage, check dams, and 
other organic debris will also help mask the old 

ers may desire to continue using the old 
saplings embedded vertically in the 

e. While results have generally been good 
rity of the problem areas, we would 

t with other available materials. 
 

• Recycled Crushed Concrete Roadbase :: This is a surfacing material that has been used 
with great success in similar conditions by the Southwest Association of Mountain Bike 
Pedalers (SWAMP) on bike trail at Alafia River State Park and Boyette Scrub Preserve. 
There was substantial difference in the quality of crushed concrete available from 
different suppliers; we very much preferred the material from Roberts Sand Co. as it had 

 

 
 

• Trail Reclamation :: Trail segments that are bei
masked from users and encouraged to return to pre–t
grade should be re-graded and made sustainab
organic matter. Pine straw, branches and 
trail segment from trail users. In cases where us
trail planting “vertical deadfall,” tree limbs and 
reclaimed trail tread, may discourage use. 

 
Alternative Surfacing Materials 
Previous trail hardening has involved limerock road bas
and TD recommends continuing to use limerock for the majo
also recommend using this opportunity to experimen

Below: A photograph of the northernmost reroute 
segment in the topographic map to the left; 
proposed reroute is marked in red. 

Above: Topographic maps show fall line trails clearly 
as they are perpendicular to the topo lines. Rerouting 
to a more contouring alignment is one solution. 
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very little brick or asphalt 
additives. Raking sand back on 
top of the crushed concrete after 
compaction can help make the 
material look more natural. 

 
• Clay :: Clay  for mountain bikes, 

red clay i re Services may 
be able to su contained in a manner 

we're recomm
base, either with timbers pinned 
with rebar or (our preference) with 
surge rock. Using pine straw to 
mask clay armoring will be 
especially important to help hide 
the color difference. 

 
• Shell Rock Screenings :: An inch 

of shell rock screenings can add 
texture to limerock, which can get 

Left: Crushed concrete armoring at Alafia River State 
Park:  before. . . 

Left and Above: . . .and after 

 is a surface that compacts well to form an excellent trail
s available in the area (the City of Tallahassee Parks and Leisu

pply enough for a test section); clay would need to be 
beyond the excavation and fill 

ending for the road 

Above: Contain surfacing material with surge rock 
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top of the limerock before 
compaction. 

 
 

Surfacing Techniques 
• Peppering :: In some areas which are not fall line but have minor problems such as 

insufficient canopy protection, excessive
“peppering” of 1” of roadbase with no 
compaction. Surfacing width should be 
wider than the existing trail: 18-28”. 
 
The proposed reroutes surrounding the 
Hills paved trail access will see a lot of traffic so 
we are recommending they be peppered 
construction. 

 
• Excavate/Surface/Terraform :: In damag

areas of fall line trail which we do not want to 
reroute so that we do not lose the elevat
change we have proposed a “cut and fill” 
technique. The trail should be excavated 
before application of surfacing material in order 
to help contain the roadbase material. Many sections of trail are already cupped and may 
require sand / clay fill underlayment to bring them up to 2-3” below grade. 

 
Active tread width should be consistent with the existing trail: 12-24”. Surfacing width will 
need to be somewhat wider than the active tread width in order to take into account the 
crown or outslope -- generally 30-40” although it may be wider in certain areas like 
bermed turns. Pine straw and other organic material as well as woody debris and 

slick when wet, especially in well 
shaded areas like the oak 
hammocks. As the Munson Hills / 
Twilight mountain bike trails are 
the trails everyone rides when it's 
wet it is important to avoid creating 
a slick riding surface. Shell 
screenings should be applied on 

Above: Contain surfacing material with timbers 

 trail grade, or heavy traffic we have proposed a 

slightly 

Munson 

during 

ed 

ion 

2-3” 

Above: This trail has been peppered with 
limerock roadbase. The local wildlife doesn’t 
seem to mind!
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plantings should be used to visually reduce the surfacing width to the active tread width. 
Trail should be either crowned 5% or outsloped a minimum of 5%. 
 
The surfacing material should be compacted, preferably in two passes with a narrow 
compacter in order to maintain crown. A roller compacter is more effective than a plate 
compacter, although it may be overkill in this application. The surfacing material should 

have fairly high moisture content when applied; if it has 
been sitting in a pile for days with no rain it may need to 
have water added. 

 
Terraforming means forming grade reversals, ban
shed water and improve bike flow rather than simpl
tread. Sand / clay fill and / or surge rock can be used to form the base for the rise in the 
undulations. The selected contractor will need some leeway as far as exact location of 
the trail tread, as adding meanders, (twists and turns) will aid in both water management 

Above: Surfacing Techniques - 
Excavate 
 

Above: Surfacing 
Techniques – Fill 
 
Left: Surfacing 
Techniques - Compact 
 

ked turns, undulations and meanders to 
y armoring the existing straight line 
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and bike flow but will take the trail off of the exact original tread. Generally this should be 
achievable without deviating from the existing trail tread by more than 15'. 

 

 
Some problem areas, such as
north end of the Tall Pines
Shortcut, have become so erod
that roots are expose
“root drops” that advan
may jump; these root drops will 
disappear when the tr l users 
as it could be viewed a reate more difficult 
trail options creates nd 
environmentally friendl onvenient 
ride around option sh
 

Left and Below: Terraforming: berms and undulati
improve bike flow and help to get water off the trail
minimize user based erosion and stop soil movem

ons 
, 
ent 

Left and Below: Subtle undulations are forme
here with surge rock elevating the trail 

d 

 the 
 

ed 
d, creating 

ced riders 

ail enhancements take place, which will displease some trai
s “dumbing down” the trail. Adding boulders to c

 the same type of obstacles in a much more sustainable a
y manner. Maximum obstacle height should be 12”, a c

ould be provided for obstacles that are over 4” high. 



 
Short segments of excavate / surface / t
prescribed trail in between damaged fall line se
may be more appropriate for peppering. 
 
 

erraform 
gments 
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Above, Top Right and Bottom Right: Adding rock to the trail can 
create a more sustainable challenge 

Left: Oversized recycled concrete rubble is 
available at local quarries 

Left: Exposed roots create challenges but are not sustainable 
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• Stall Mat/Geoblock  :: The s

material that was used for 
armoring deep sand powerline 
crossings previously was o
through City of Tallahassee
and Leisure Services. 
Alternatively, a product call
Presto Geoblock2 (informat
Appendix F) is available that is 
very similar to the stall mat 
material.  Application is s
excavate / surface technique 
except hardened rubber material is applied after excavating and before applying 
roadbase. A test should be performed to
how material reacts to compaction. Surge
may need to be added on either side of the 

Above: Limerock boulders are also available at local quarries
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Above: Stall mat and limerock 
installation 
 

 
Right: Surge rock armoring above 

and below trail in problem areas 
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armored tread where water flow is concentrated in order to prevent exposure of the 
armoring material. The contractor should be sure not to redirect the flow of water away 
from the stone: some excavation may be necessary before applying surge stone in order 
to avoid this. The desired end result is hardened rubber material completely hidden by 
surfacing material and bordered by partially exposed surge rock. 

 
 

Trail Aesthetics 
The aesthetics of the trail and maintaining a natural appearance are very important. Imported 
materials should look as natural as possible. Masking of disturbed areas is a must. 
 
 

Machine Size Limits 
TD recommends that large machinery be limited to the access roads, both to minimize impact to 
the environment and potential user backlash and to ensure that the selected contractor is a trail 
builder with trail building equipment rather than a road builder. We would like to limit the width of 
machines venturing off of the access roads to less than the width of the trail, however this 
painfully limits machines both for sculpting dirt and for hauling materials. Evaluating machine 
impacts from both the recent test patches and from recent logging activities suggests that 
impacted areas return to a natural state relatively quickly. A reasonable compromise may be to 
limit tracked machines to no more than 4' wide rubber tracks and wheeled machines, which have 
a lighter footprint, to no more than 5' wide. This would allow mini skid steerers or mini excavators 
for shaping dirt and atvs, utvs or mid sized tracked carriers for moving materials. 
 
It should be stressed that any disturbance caused by the trail work must be graded out and 
masked with pine straw and woody debris, and revegetation in cases of extreme impact. Machine 
operators should avoid proximity to sensitive habitat such as ponds and should be especially 
conscious of avoiding gopher tortoise burrows. 
 
 

Getting Materials to the Trails 
Access to the trail system is quite good overall; the system is crisscrossed with access roads as 
well as FR 379 and the powerline and gas line that are already heavily disturbed and will 
accommodate a full sized vehicle with no problem. Unfortunately many of these routes are 
extremely sandy, requiring a four wheel drive or tracked vehicle, and may not accommodate a 
standard gravel delivery truck. The contractor will likely need to provide a large capacity four-
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g to haul materials long distances with the smaller 

 
 
 

Contractor Experience Requirements 

It is extremely important that the contractor selected to perform the improvements to the Munson 
Hills / Twilight Mountain Bike Trail System be conscious of not only sustainable trail design, but 
also good bike flow. They should have experience successfully constructing bike specific trail; 

wheel drive or tracked vehicle to avoid havin
capacity machines required for off road travel. 

Above: Many of the non-system routes on the map are wide enough to accommodate full size vehicles 
 



experience with downhill specific trail, pump tracks, or other applications where good bike flow is 
particularly important would be especially beneficial. 
 
 

Trail Closures during Enhancement Work 

The Munson / Twilight Mountain Bike Trail System is a valuable asset to its users; trail closures 
should be kept to a minimum. We recommend limiting work to one area at a time and closing only 
that one section of trail so that the majority of the trail system remains open at all times. Sections 
should be closed between intersections, temporary signage should be installed at each end of the 
closure detailing why the trail is closed and suggesting alternative routes. Information about the 
enhancement project as a whole, as well as specific closures should be posted at each entry 
point on the kiosk. 
 
While the scope of work could conceivably be accomplished by a lone worker with hand tools and 
a wheelbarrow, that worker would take a long time to accomplish the scope and would be far less 
efficient than a larger crew with machinery. We would recommend a crew of at least four: one to 
coordinate logistics and liaise with the Forest Service, one to operate the dirt sculpting 
equipment, and two to transport and apply surface materials, compact and do finish work. As it is 
desirable to close sections of trail for the least amount of time possible, a larger crew would be 
desirable. 
 
 

Method for Determining Prescriptions 
TD tried to pick out the areas that were in the worst shape and / or that had obvious “fixable” 
issues such as fall line trail. We were greatly aided in this (as in many other aspects of the 
assessment) by USFS staff Jim Schmid who had already spent a great deal of time on the trails 
and made preliminary recommendations as to problem areas. That said, if budget permits there 
are many other areas of the trail that would benefit from roadbase “peppering,” particularly on the 
Twilight Loop, West Connector, and Luge Trail – we would estimate up to an additional ten miles 
of trail would fall into this category. If budget does not permit this work to be a part of the 
upcoming ARRA funded scope of work it may be considered for a future contract or for volunteer 
projects. 
 
These recommended prescriptions are just that -- recommendations. The contractor, in 
conjunction with USFS staff, may determine that an area recommended for peppering would 
actually be more appropriate for terraforming, or that compacting is really not necessary, or that a 
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completely different solution makes sense. These are not meant to be hard and fast instructions 
but rather a starting point for improvement of the trail experience and a basis for development of 
cost estimates.
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Improving Navigability 
We would like to consolidate the intersections and reduce the decision points in the Munson Hills 
/ Twilight Mountain Bike Trail System. This is not to say that the trail system should have less 
options, but that it would be better to consolidate the decision points. Rather than having two 
three-way intersections in close proximity, combine them into one four-way intersection. 
 
We do not recommend short multiple trail options that do not offer distinctively different trail 
experiences, especially if farther from a trailhead (the Luge Trail would be an example of this -- 
we would prefer that one option had been chosen and the other closed). Multiple, shorter options 
make more sense the closer they are to a trailhead, as they offer something for those looking for 
a shorter trail experience. 
 
 

Improving Signage 
While the signage that is currently in place is not bad (we have certainly seen MUCH worse!) it 
could be improved, helping users to know what to expect so that they can make an educated 
decision on which trail experience is best suited to their needs and desires and helping them to 
navigate the trail system. 
 

• Route Finding Signage :: For route finding we really like the fiberglass marker posts that 
are already in use on this trail system. They are inexpensive, easy to install, and easily 
customizable with decals. They are also flexible and unlikely to injure a trail user running 
into them. In the future we would recommend changing to the narrower letters so that 
more information can be conveyed with a single sign. While these are less readable at 
speed, trail users who need help finding their way will slow down to read them. However, 
the fiberglass markers are not fireproof. They can withstand brief flame but will melt with 
longer exposure, and decals also are not fire proof. Forest Service staff has had some 
success in the Apalachicola with clearing vegetation from the area around the base of the 
markers prior to prescribed burns. Clear tape helps protect decals from UV damage and 
may also help them withstand a little more heat. Decals are relatively cheap to replace. 
Sign location can be chosen with prescribed fire in mind. 

Recommendations: 
 Additional Trail System Enhancements
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etal 
signs may be 
used. These are 
much more fire 
resistant although 
they can still be 
damaged by very 
intense flames. If 
metal signs are 
used care must be 
taken to locate 
them so that they 

are not a danger to trail users. Installation location should take into account not only 
distance from the trail tread but also sightlines, speed, and bike flow. 
 
Whichever form of route marking signs is used, we recommend using one sign to mark 
each choice at each intersection and placing the sign far enough from the intersection to 
clearly indicate which trail it is marking. This avoids any confusion as to which trail name 

 
 
Alternatively, 
standard m

Above and Right: Using smaller letter decals allows 
room for more information on fiberglass markers 

Above and Right: Fiberglass markers can 
survive most prescribed burns if installed 
and maintained correctly 
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goes with which direction that sometimes results from a single sign indicating multiple 
options. 
 
We like the original routed wood signs but understand that they are not Forest Service 
standard, not fireproof, and that they are starting to show their age. Perhaps a place can 
be found for them as a sort of memorial (and a positive control point -- maybe incorporate 
them into a bench or interpretive sign about the history of mountain biking at Munson?) 
somewhere within the trail 
 
There is a great deal of 
information that route findin
can convey beyond a simp
name. 
 
During our site visit we hea
multiple requests for a “home” 
marker. We hadn't heard th
particular term used before to 
indicate the quickest route 
the trailhead: usually it's “to 
trailhead” or “to parking”. We think this is a good idea both for those who may be lost and 
for those who may be injured or have a mechanical breakdown: knowing the quickest 
way back to the car is crucial information. If a symbol that is not totally unambiguous is 
used (such as “home” or a decal like “TH” for trailhead) this symbol should be explained 
at the trailhead kiosk and on the trail brochure. 
 
TD liked the markers installed at trail crossings of access roads. These not only served 
as confidence markers but also informed other users (equestrians & motorized) that the 
mountainbike trail was off limits. We would prefer that no markers were necessary at non-
designated trail intersections but agree that they are helpful if the Forest Service is not 
yet ready to aggressively close off these routes. 
 
We also heard a request for waypoint markers, designated points in between as well as 
at intersections that match up with a map for trail maintainers reporting trees down, 
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) staff looking for injured riders, and trail users. Again, 
we would recommend fiberglass markers for this unless fire is too much of a concern. 
Aluminum markers with decals mounted on trees with aluminum nails are another option, 

system. 

g signs 
le trail 

rd 

is 

back to 
Above: An original Munson Hills area trail sign 
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• Other Signage Recommendations :: A tri-panel interpretive kiosk is located at the 
Munson Hills Trail Access, it contains information about longleaf pines and other 
environmental education material as well as a trail map. The kiosk itself is in poor shape; 
it was installed in the early 90s and is ready for replacement. While we found the 
interpretive material interesting and were very happy to see an up-to-date trail map we 
would also like to see information about what to do in an emergency, including the 911 
address of the nearest trailhead, information about trail rules and expected trail user 
behavior (this could include the International Mountain Bicycling Association's [IMBA's] 
“Rules of the Trail” as well as the 
Forest Service's rules), information 
about the local mountain bike club, 
how to get involved and volunteer, 
and upcoming events. A reminder 
that traffic is two way and users 
should stay alert would be helpful. 
We would like to see all of this 
information at each entrance to the 
trail system. 
 

but these are less noticeable to trail user
would use a UV resistant bright color a
them on both sides of the tree so they
seen from either direction. Make sure th
location is indicated on the trail map an
EMS also has the information. GPS the loc
and also provide this information. 
 
“You are here” maps at strategic location
the trail system would be very helpful. T
belong at intersections. They should be 
for example, if users viewing the map are facing 
west then west should be at the top of the map.

s. We 
nd mount 

 can be 
e marker 

d that 
a

Above: An example of a “You are here” trail 
sign; this one is not particularly attractive but it 
is functional. 

Above: The current Munson Hills kiosk 
 



Interpretive signage would also be appropriate at other stopping areas within the trail 
system. Rest benches, preferably covered ones to provide sun and rain shelter, would be 
welcome amenities here and encourage a break. Some potential subjects for 
interpretation include turpentining, prescribed fire, threatened and endangered species, 
the history of mountain biking at Munson and the history of the original Munson family. 
 
An updated brochure would also be very welcome -- the one we received from the Forest 
Service office solicited funds for a now defunct bike club and did not show any of the 
more recently added trails. 

 
 

Changes to Trail Nomenclature 
The Munson Hills / Twilight Mountain Bike Trail System developed over two decades and in two 
distinct stages. The naming protocol of the system reflects this history: trails are named as two 
loops and several shortcuts and connectors rather than a trail system with many route options. 
This could be changed to be clearer to those not familiar with the history, and to help disperse 
use by highlighting many options rather than focusing on two main loops. We're including a map 
with recommended trail segments in the appendices; new trail names are indicated solely as an 
example, USFS staff and trail users are welcome to replace with their preferred names. 
 
In addition, we find the overall trail system's name (“Munson Hills and Twilight Mountain Bike Trail 
System”) a bit cumbersome. We recommend shortening it to “Munson Mountain Bike Trail 
System” and allowing that to include all of the trails being assessed. 
 
 

Mountain Bike Trail System Expansion 
One of the advantages that distinguishes the Munson Mountain Bike Trail System from other 
mountain bike trails in the area is that it offers the opportunity for significantly more contiguous off 
road mileage. Some riders are already accessing this mileage by riding non-designated routes 
created by logging access roads and firelines and by OHV use. Management strategy calls for 
these routes to disappear and return to a natural state, however this will not happen if 
unsanctioned use continues.  
 
One way to discourage the use of non-designated routes is to provide what trail users are looking 
for in a designated trail. This has already been done to a small extent with the adoption of the 
Twilight Loop. According to Forest Service staff this has reduced the amount of use on the non-
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designated routes. However increasing the available designated mileage would aid even more, 
both by providing what users are looking for and by strengthening the partnership between the 
Forest Service and the user group. An additional loop or loops to the west would be a major 
improvement and could be routed to avoid significantly impacting other user groups or sensitive 
resources.  The original trail proposal submitted to the Forest Service by mountain bikers in 1990 
showed additional trail to the west and included a bridge over Munson Slough. Crossing Munson 
Slough would allow the potential of a multi-use connection to the newly created Georgia, Florida 
and Alabama (GF&A) rail trail.  This also highlights the possibility of the Forest Service providing 
a mountain bike trailhead on FR379 just off of US319 which would help take the pressure off of 
the state managed St Marks Trail Main Trailhead and help to disperse use. 
 
Additional trail segments which would be beneficial to the trail system include shortcut options, 
especially options near the trailheads. The 1990 proposal shows several additional shortcut 
options that were never officially constructed. Some of these shortcuts are already existing routes 
and could easily be designated as trail with little or no additional impacts. 
 
Trail traffic counters installed at all three access points could help to justify future trail expansion. 
Recommendations on trail counters are included in the appendices. We expect that the proposed 
enhancements will generate increased interest in the Munson Mountain Bike Trail System as new 
users discover the more enjoyable trails and returning users visit more frequently. Additionally, 
we expect that the system will take less time to ride since the sand will no longer slow users 
down; this will again generate desire for more trail mileage. If additional trails are constructed 
care should be taken to avoid the fall line, have consistent flow, and avoid old OHV trail and 
firelines unless the intention is to surface these trails during construction. Having the trail counter 
numbers to back up the need for more trail would be helpful. If numbers do not increase 
substantially we would not recommend westward expansion of the trail system, however we 
would still recommend adding shortcut options closer to the trailheads as this will attract more 
users looking for shorter, easier, and more numerous options. 
 
One trail segment that desperately needs to become a designated trail is the heavily used direct 
connection between the St. Marks Trail Main Trailhead and the Munson Hills Loop called the 
Papercup Trail. Unfortunately this crosses property owned by St Joe's Paper Co. We were 
pleased to hear that acquiring this land has been moved up on the Forest Service priority list and 
hopefully will happen soon. 
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Equestrian Trail Expansion in Munson Hills Area 

Designated equestrian trails have been proposed in the Munson Hills area. Currently equestrians 
are permitted to travel cross country in the Apalachicola National Forest, however they have no 
designated trails. Most of the equestrian activity is concentrated west of Munson Hills on the far 
side of Munson Slough. There is an equestrian trail parallel to the St Marks paved trail, and 
equestrian parking at the St. Marks State Trail Main Trailhead. 
 
TD urges the Forest Service to develop a comprehensive Trail Development Plan, as discussed 
in the conclusion of this document. Such a plan would aid enormously in making the correct 
decisions about issues such as equestrian trails in this area, and aid in justifying those decisions 
to trail users. 
 
In the absence of such a plan, we would tend to recommend that equestrians should have a 
connector trail in this area, ideally a loop, however care should be taken to minimize bike trail / 
horse trail intersections. Horses are prey animals and can “spook” or startle and create a danger 
to trail users when confronted with quiet and rapidly moving bicycles. Horses' hooves churn up 
sand and turn it into a very undesirable surface for bicycles 
 
 A perimeter equestrian loop may be possible, with intersections kept to a minimum and located 
in areas with good sightlines, potentially routing equestrians onto the access roads for the 
intersections. While connections to already existing trails are always desirable, we believe that it 
makes sense to keep the bulk of equestrian activity concentrated west of Munson Slough and the 
bulk of mountain bike activity concentrated east of the Slough. 
 
 

Moving Munson Hills Trail Access 
The Munson Hills Trail Access is located about 350' off of The St. Marks Trail, nearly equidistant 
from the St Marks Trail Main Trailhead and the J. Lewis Hall Park. The location is not ideal in that 
it encourages parking in an awkward area off of an extremely busy two lane road. But mainly it's 
badly located because it's barely visible in the woods -- this does not encourage the public using 
the rail trail to venture onto the Munson trails, although it might encourage nefarious activity as it's 
virtually out of sight! The access point has a great deal of split rail fence that seems to serve no 
purpose, a three panel kiosk in poor condition (see signage recommendations) and a 
questionably functioning pit toilet. We recommend removing the toilet (it's only a mile and a half in 
either direction to a flush toilet) and replacing the kiosk with a new one much closer to the St. 
Marks Trail; there is already a small paved area on USFS land with a drinking fountain and rest 
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ce for a welcoming trailhead kiosk. This is also a good place to 
ise or counterclockwise on the Munson Loop, or to take the East 

Connector to the Twilight Loop: currently riders must travel 350' into the woods to choose which 
direction to go on Munson, then travel another 150' after they turn left on Munson to choose 

whether to continue on Munson or take the 
East Connector. All of these choices 

 
 

Encouraging Twilight Trailhead Parking 
The extremely popular St. Marks State Trail Main Trailhead has 109 paved parking spaces, as 
well as unpaved equestrian parking. This was the meeting place for the informal public meeting 
September 12th, and at 8:30 in the morning virtually every paved space was taken. It would be 
good to take some pressure off of this trailhead. 
 

benches, this is the logical pla
choose whether to go clockw

should come at the same point and that 
point should be just off the paved rail trail. 
 

Above: Undesirable parking on Woodville Highway 
 

Above: Paved area just off the rail trail 
 
Left: The current Munson Hills trailhead some 
distance from the paved trail. It is circled in red. 
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uring youth league games 
y signage indicating that trail 

users can access the paved trail or the 
access being less than two years ol  
option. We recommend adding a kios he 
trail as well as encouraging the coun  
both on Woodville Highway and a
 
This trailhead could be made even mo s 
development area and / or pump trac
specific play areas are rapidly becomi
more and more popular. They are a g
way for kids and beginners to increa
their skills in a low risk environment as 
as a place for more advanced users
practice high skill / low risk techniques
enjoy a little time waiting for tardy fellow 
riders. While USFS staff may not feel that 
such bike skills areas are appropriate on 
Forest Service land, these features add a 
great deal of value to trail users and are an 
appropriate fit for a highly developed 
county park that already has playgrounds 
and athletic fields. 
 
 

Creating More Positive Control Points 
The Forest Service has done an excellent job of restoring and protecting the sandhill ecosystem 
in the Munson Hills area, bringing back the longleaf pines that dominated the landscape before 
the arrival of Europeans and large scale logging operations. From a trail user's perspective, 
however, sandhill can be a somewhat monotonous landscape. It has neither much topographical 
relief nor much variation in vegetation. This leads to a trail experience without many individually 
memorable moments. While routing the trail through oak hammocks and within sight of landscape 
features like depressions and ponds can help, in the end it will be the human added features that 
are memorable. 

The J. Lewis Hall Park had plenty of paved parking available even d
September 16th at 6:00 in the evening. It does not, however, have an

Twilight mountain bike trail from the park. With the trail 
d many potential trail users probably are not aware of this

k with trail information on USFS land at the entrance to t
ty to add signage advertising the mountain bike trailhead

t the entrance to the park itself. 

re attractive to mountain bikers by the addition of a skill
k near the trailhead. These low risk / high fun factor bike 
ng 
reat 

se 
well 

 to 
 or 

Above: Potential skills area across from the entrance to the 
Twilight Loop 



 
One way of adding positive control points 
is with “trail art”: unusual features that are 
memorable for their very uniqueness. An 
excellent example of this is the old rusty 
skeleton of a Stingray bicycle on the 
Twilight Loop. Encouraging more displays 
like this would help make the trail 
experience more interesting. 

Above: Routing the trail within sight of this pond adds a positive 
control point. 
 Ri

 
However, the best way to make a bicycle trail 
additionally memorable is to increase the fun 
and challenge of riding. Improving the surface 
and terraforming will make the system more 
enjoyable, but less challenging due to negating 
the sugar sand effect. Replacing lost challenge 
in the form of technical trail features would up 
the fun factor for more advanced users, give 
novice users a challenge to improve their skills, 
and give all trail users landmarks that stick in 
the memory and help give sections of trail a unique 
character. 
 
Technical trail features can take many forms. Some of 
the forms which may be appropriate to the Munson 
Mountain Bike Trail System include boulder drops, log 
pyramids, and log skinnies. Care should be taken not to 
simply adopt any tree that falls on the trail as a trail 
feature, though. Features should fit with the flow of the 
trail with a reasonable sight distance. Risk should be 
carefully managed with a convenient ride around option 
and no protruding limbs to injure riders if they don't clear 

ght: Stingray “trail art”   

Above: A log pyramid on the Munson Hills 
Loop 
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enforcement. The Florida Office of Greenways and Trails 

was recently threatened with being folded into the Florida State Parks: after hundreds of 
thousands of phone calls, letters and emails from trail users this effort was abandoned. An 
extreme example of the value of a strong relationship with trail users! 
 
Efforts should be made to give trail users a way to participate in the enhancements to the trail 
system in order to engender a feeling of ownership and to strengthen partnership with the USFS. 
Possibly incentives can be offered to favor local contractors or to encourage out of town 
contractors to hire local labor. 
 
TD was pleased to hear of a new volunteer coordinator position with the Forest Service. It is 
difficult for already overburdened Forest Service staff to effectively manage volunteers and 
encourage user groups on top of other duties. Having a staff person in Tallahassee dedicated 
exclusively to this responsibility should help immensely.

the obstacle. Fallen trees which do not meet 
criteria should be removed. 
 
 

Building the Local Mountain Bik
ARRA funds will be used to compl
enhancements. The use of ARRA funds 
volunteer participation, since the purpose
to stimulate economic development. Howev
the local mountain bike community in trail enha
would improve relationships between tra
managers and help to strengthen the lo
community. Strengthening the trail comm
benefits for the Forest Service: it can not
volunteer workforce but also help with o

Above: This needs to have a ride-around 
option 



 
 
 
 
 

Trail Dynamics staff appreciates the opportunity to participate in the enhancement of the Munson 
Mountain Bike Trail System. We are impressed with the obvious care and dedication of both 
USFS staff and the trail user community. We feel that the trail experience provided, although 
valuable in its current form, could be very much improved. We applaud the Forest Service for also 
recognizing this need and securing the funding to make those improvements, and we want to 
thank the Forest Service for seeing the need to asse
solutions rather than simply jumping in and continui h 
understanding of the issues. We also commend the 
enhancements on improving the trail users' experie
backseat to natural resource concerns in the eyes of land manag
developed recreation areas.  
 
It became apparent during the course of the site v t 
plan is needed for the Munson Hills area and the Fore ge the 
recreation experience within the larger
forest management. Decisions have been made in the past whi
interest of the forest and the trail user in the long term.
made unless a comprehensive trail management plan 
for this area is developed. While the scope of work for 
this contract did not include development of such a plan, 
an effort was made to include observations and 
recommendations that may aid in the future 
development of such a plan. In addition, a proposed 
Trail Management Objectives (TMO) form is included in 
the appendices. This is another document which can 
help land managers make and justify consistent 
decisions regarding this trail system. 
 
The Munson Mountain Bike Trail System

ss the problems, causes, and potential 
ng to band aid fix areas without a thoroug
Forest Service for focusing the 

nce; very often user enjoyment takes a 
ers, at least outside of 

isit that a comprehensive trail managemen
st in general in order to better mana

 framework of multiple recreation users and of general 
ch did not best meet the best 

 Such decisions will likely continue to be 

 is an extremely 
valuable resource. It's proximity to the large population center of Tallahassee, its natural setting, 
and its potential future improvement and expansion make it an important asset to the Tallahassee 
trail community. The enhancements proposed in this assessment will take Munson to the next 

Conclusion 
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ose 
lue our 

public lands. This is the beginning of an exciting phase for these trails and Trail Dynamics is 
proud to be a part of it! 

 
 

level, providing a genuinely fun trail experience that can be enjoyed by all, encouraging th
who might not otherwise venture into the forest to get outside, get some exercise, and va



Appendix A – Work Estimates 
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Amount of Treatment 
Recommended Prescriptions Proposed 

 A. Minimal impact reroute, reclaim abandoned trail  9,377 lf 

 B. Minimal impact reroute, reclaim abandoned trail, pepper new trail 
with roadbase material 1” thick 

 1,594 lf 

 C. Pepper with roadbase material 1” thick  477 lf 

 D. Excavate 2-3” deep where needed, surface 4” deep with roadbase 
material, 5% crown or outslope, mild terraforming (form grade 
reversals, banked turns, undulations and meanders to shed water 
and improve bike flow), compact 

 9,339 lf 

 E. Excavate 2-3” deep where needed and surface 4” deep with  11,200 lf 
roadbase material, 5% crown or outslope, heavy terraforming, 
compact 

 F. Excavate 2-3” deep where needed and surface 4” deep with 
roadbase material, 5% crown or outslope, heavy terraforming, add 
boulders to create more difficult trail options with ride around 
options, compact 

 2,045 lf 

 G. Excavate 2-3” deep, install geoblock material, fill  and cover with  76 lf 
roadbase material 3” above geoblock, compact, armor with surge 
rock above and below geoblock where water will flow 

Total of all prescriptions  34,104 lf 
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 Appendix B – Map of Existing Trail System 



Appendix C – Map of Proposed Trail Enhancements 
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Appendix D – Table of Proposed Trail Enhancements 
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Trail Section 
Recommended Prescriptions Number Mileage 
 A.  Minimal impact reroute, reclaim abandoned trail 
  
  
  
  
  

5 0.049621 

12 0.203350 

15 0.079759 

17 0.046307 

23 0.195795 

25 0.055490 

38 0.099521 

44 0.115547 

45 0.104570 

46 0.089030 

48 0.072456 

50 0.110901 

52 0.073041 

53 0.058148 

54 0.071969 

55 0.057916 

56 0.037271 

57 0.195929 

60 0.059193 

Total Mileage 1.775814 

B.  Reroute, reclaim abandoned trail, pepper new trail 
with roadbase material 1” thick 

11 0.030065 

31 0.099521 

32 0.056443 

33 0.115722 

Total Mileage 0.301751 

C.  Pepper with roadbase material 1” thick 21 0.090280 

Total Mileage 0.090280 
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mild terraforming (form grade reversals, banked turns, 
undulations and meanders to shed water and improve 
bike flow), compact 

0.151128 D.  Excavate 2-3” deep where needed, surface 4” 
deep with roadbase material, 5% crown or outslope, 

1

2 0.116625 

6 0.069124 

7 0.120976 

8 0.083107 

10 0.013909 

13 0.116854 

14 0.041511 

16 0.047234 

18 0.083938 

19 0.050382 

20 0.032202 

22 0.069452 

28 0.079327 

34 0.049172 

35 0.194235 

36 0.030248 

37 0.134159 

39 0.029877 

40 0.076993 

41 0.136268 

51 0.041897 

Total Mileage 1.768618 

E.  Excavate 2-3” deep where needed and surface 4” 
deep with roadbase material, 5% crown or outslope, 
heavy terraforming, compact 

3 0.361977 

4 0.404664 

27 0.033984 

29 0.043841 

30 0.352876 

42 0.423063 

43 0.099803 

49 0.171689 

58 0.229180 

Total Mileage 2.121077 

F.  Excavate 2-3” deep where needed and surface 4” 9 0.118567 
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deep with roadbase material, 5% crown or outslope, 
heavy terraforming, add boulders to create more 
difficult trail features with ride around options, compact 

26 0.179327 

24 0.051776 

47 0.037595 

Total Mileage 0.387265 

G.  Excavate 2-3” deep, install stall mat or Geoblock, 
fill and cover with roadbase material 3” above 
geoblock, armor with surge rock above and below 
geoblock where water will flow 

59 0.014282 

Total Mileage 0.014282 

Grand Total Mileage 6.459087 
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A list of suppliers located while researching costs of equipment and materials for this assessment is 
included below. This list is by no means all inclusive, nor does inclusion constitute a recommendation. In 
addition a cost estimates from Roberts Sand Co. has been included. 
 

Name of Supplier Type of Supplier Contact Information 

Jimmie Crowder Excavation 
and Land Clearing, Inc. 

Limerock / Sand / Clay / Recycled 
Concrete 

Rick Register 

(850)-576-6900 

Martin Marrietta Materials Limerock Mike Carroll 

(850)-274-2424 

Neff Rental Heavy Equipment Rental Richard Sanders 

Office (850)-402-0100 

Cell (850)-251-5258 

Pyramid Excavation Inc. Limerock / Sand / Clay / Recycled 
Concrete / Shell Screenings 

Chris (850)-539-8100 

R H Moore & Assoc. (Tampa) Geoblock Material Suppliers www.PrestoGeo.com 

(800)-330-2333 

Roberts Sand Co. Limerock / Sand / Clay / Recycled 
Concrete / Shell Screenings 

Kathy Lyda 

(850)-576-1414 

RSC Rental Heavy Equipment Rental Tim (850)-222-4799 

 
 

Appendix E – Potential Suppliers 
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Every trail has its own unique set of circumstances that may make it difficult to fit exactly into a universally 
designed set of parameters such as the Forest Services' Trail Management Objectives (TMOs). However, 
defining these parameters is an important step towards effectively and consistently managing trails. The 
solution is to clearly define objectives while realizing that there may need to be some room for variance in 
special circumstances. For example, the Munson Mountain Bike Trail System has some characteristics of 
a class three trail (signage, trail surfacing) and some characteristics of a class two trail (narrower tread 
specifications.) 
 
Suggestions for a Munson Mountain Bike Trail System TMO forms are included on the following pages. 
 
 
 
 
 

 Appendix F – Proposed Trail Management Objectives



 12-24 

<50% of sideslope 
(unless surfaced) 

 

 
3-4 Some light vegetation 

may encroach into 
clearing area 

6-8 

 

 

Tread Width (inches) 

Grade: Target Range (%) 
(>90% of TMO segment) 

Grade: Short Pitch Max (%) 
(up to 200’ lengths) 

Cross-Slope (%) 

Clearing Width (feet) 

Clearing Height (feet) 

Switchback Radius (feet) 

__________________________ 
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Information on trail counters is available online at: 
 
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/download/hep/fspubs/992835lo.pdf 
(USDAFS 1999 Trail Traffic Counter Update) 
 
And 
 
http://www.fs.fed.us/eng/pubs/htmlpubs/htm99232835/results.htm 
(USDAFS July 2002 Trail Traffic Counter report) 
 
 
 
 

ation Appendix H – Trail Counter Inform
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